Atla was Jacques Durand’s first full size car, or at least
as far as is recorded in the history files on French cars.
His first project was a high revving miniature petrol
engine that ranged from 0.9cc to 30cc, could rev to at
least 10,000 rpm, and was made in a number of guises
for model aeroplanes, cars and boats. Durand in fact
started his line of miniature engines in 1943 under the
name of Jidé, a contraction of his full name. The work
was carried out in the basement of his rented villa in
the Garches region just west of Paris, which he’d
converted into a workshop. The name Edge also
featured at some stage, although little material can
be found on these. Funnily enough, even though the
Second World War was raging, with Paris occupied by
the Nazis, Durand managed to make a modest income
from his work.
Durand’s best known model engine line was the Vega
range, first produced in 1949, that was a new 10cc
design based on the concept of the American Daoling
engine. However, these engines were not all that
Durand made. He started making 10th scale model cars
in cast aluminium and then in polyester fibreglass.
Naturally Durand then started fitting some of his
engines into models of the various racing cars he was
making, including the D Type Jaguar replica shown here.
Other versions included the Mercedes Benz 300SL sports
car, and BRM, Mercedes and Ferrari Super Squal F1 cars.

Of course the name Jidé surfaced again later in a full size
mid-engined car that became synonymous with the
name Jacques Durand. But we get ahead of ourselves. In

1957 a customer by the
name of Vinatier (the
father of race driver Jean
Vinatier), who’d become a
friend of Durand’s,
approached him to do a
major repair of his early
Alpine A106 Mille Miglia
at their own premises of
the nearby Val de Marne
workshop. His reasoning
was, if Durand could
produce quality models in
Polyester, then he could
repair his car! Durand in
turn visited CG, who were
making the bodies for
Alpine, to check out the
theory and practice of carsized fibreglass work. He
played the observer, not
letting on just why he was
there, and came away with the impression that it
was not too hard; in fact, “childishly simple” as he
put it. However, it turned out to be a lot more
complex than he’d first thought, and took a few
attempts at getting it right before he arrived at an
acceptable outcome. But once the task was
completed he started to wonder about doing his
own full size car.
Durand was fortunate enough to get the support
of a local Renault dealer Jean Schwab who was
able to supply the mechanicals from the small 4CV
Renault. Picking elements from cars that Durand
admired, such as the gullwing doors of the 300 SL,
Durand first made a 1/10th scale model. Although
he was himself a precision engineer, Durand was
not a chassis frame designer and so hired
another work-based friend and engineer Charles
Cusson who had already designed a car, to do
the frame. Cusson’s assistance in fact started
before this as the hardest part in the early stages
of the car’s construction was not only producing
plaster moulds of sufficient quality and usable
design, but also creating a structure of suitable
integrity to support the major sections. Durand’s
household basement thus became the Atla
works site, to more than a little consternation of
his neighbours. In the process of constructing the
prototype, there was much discarded plaster,
welding of metal for the bucks, including pieces
of scrap here and there to add bracing, and the
waft of pungent resin odours that became strong
enough for one neighbour to call in the gas
company on the pretext of a possible gas leak!
That was not the end of the fun and games, for

the Renault cars were the mainstay of
the car’s limited production with each
using all the mechanical components of
whichever engine option was ordered,
i.e. suspension, brakes, steering and
much of the interior equipment including
dashboards too.
Schwab, himself a known Rally man using
his Renault connection, had journalist
friends writing for Action Automobile and
the well-known L ‘Automobile. The
original Atla featured in the July 1958
edition of the latter magazine with an
accompanying road test and fold-out
poster. The Blue car was very favourably
reviewed with such things as its almost
like several other fledgling French car
makers using a home basement as a cheap
option, the egress upon completion was
limited to an exit somewhat too small to fit
a car through… This necessitated a ‘hole in
the wall’ much to the ‘amusement’ of his
mother-in-law whom he was now renting
off! All joking aside, progress was rapid
with the major body/ chassis works
completed between July and September
1957. Durand christened the finished car
Atla simply because he thought the name
sounded nice.
The design and construction of the car was
in fact a three-team effort. Schwab became
involved not only in the supply of engine
mechanicals and suspension parts, but also
in their fitment to what has been described
as the very rigid multitubular spaceframe of
Cusson’s. Durand was master designer and
assistant engineer while for production,
Schwab once again stepped up to assist
and also help with the production facility.
That said, not only was the car Renault 4CV
or Dauphine powered for the faster 845cc
Type 850 model, but could also be ordered
in FWD format using Dyna Panhard
mechanicals. It is said that impetus for the
Dyna based car was through a potential
customer who during a spirited demo drive
by Durand was ejected through the
passenger door when the rear swing-axle
suspension was pushed past its limits and
the car lurched sideways. Unhurt and
undeterred the man returned to order a
car, but with front mounted Panhard
engine and running gear instead! Mind you,
through the various interviews with
Jacques Durand it appears evident that he From forming the shape and making the plug to producing moulds and fitting it to a
rigid mounting frame for ease of work and consistency.
rather enjoyed a good story  However,

Durand seen working on body mould. Left: forming floor, boot
and bulkhead liners.

unique gullwing doors and plexiglass covered headlamps
providing good journalistic leverage. That aside, the
magazine editors were able to make some ‘suggested
improvements’ which the Atla team took on-board
before production commenced.
Cars were offered in four different Renault model
options plus the Panhard one to order. They could also
be purchased as a basic kit or a complete car. Starting
price was 250,000 Francs for a basic kit which
incorporated a bare body shell with the gullwing doors
hinged, aligned and glazed; the bonnet and boot both
hinged and aligned too, dashboard ready to fit, and the
tubular chassis with the floor section included and

mounting points for all the mechanical components.
The main body, less doors, boot and bonnet weighed
just 35kg, while the tubular chassis weighed a minimal
40kg.
For 650,000 Francs the above could be had as a kit in
addition to it being fully painted, trimmed and
upholstered, with fuel tank, front and rear glazing, door
locks and handles fitted, and bumpers and electric wiring
loom installed too. To this one had to provide and fit
suspension, brakes and braking system, wheels, steering,
pedals, gear lever and linkage, lights and wiper parts.
In completed form the base model started out with a
4CV Type R1062 sport engine with bore and stroke of
54.4x80mm, giving 737cc. This car could be bought for
860,000 francs and
included no
heating, a 4CV
dash, standard 3speed transaxle
and 21bhp at
4000rpm; the
standard motor
produced just
17bhp... Next up
for 950,000Francs
was a model using
the larger bore
58x80mm 845cc
R1090 Ventoux

engine from the Dauphine, giving 27bhp @ 4000rpm
also, and 49 ft.lb of torque. It also came with 3-speed
transaxle, Dauphine dashboard and heating! These two
versions were the standard models and had top speeds
of 115kph and 120kph respectively (71.3 and 74.4mph).
By way of comparison, the parallel 4CV and Dauphine
models managed just 100 and 112kph, so there was a
respectable performance gain. An R1062 4CV took 38
seconds to reach 100kph too, and the Dauphine 37,
something we might find hard to contemplate these
days. No acceleration figures are provided for the Atla,
but at 495kg for the 4CV based Atla, and 510kg for the
5CV, there was a healthy gain once more over the
respective Renaults at 620 and 650kg each.
For people wishing to remain below 750cc for class
racing or just wanting more power from the smaller
engine, there was a Monza and Rally version of the 4CV
using a 32mm Solex carburettor, flowed cylinder head
with special cams, springs, larger valves, plus
tachometer and other equipment as need be. Power for
this model started at 32bhp, a 50% improvement over
the base engine.
Top of the range was a sport version of the 845cc 5CV
Dauphine motor tuned to give 36bhp if in straight
Gordini guise, but perhaps 40bhp or more in
competition forms; the so called Sebring version
included the following upgrades; Solex 32 PICBT
carburettor (up from 28mm for the 30bhp version),
special exhaust, springs for valves, cylinder head flowed,
new camshafts and more. These cars came with a 4speed transaxle as standard Gordini ware. Four and fivespeed gearboxes were also available for the tuned
versions of both engines. There was said to be some
weight gain of up to 12% for the competition models,
but still with a dry weight of less than 500kg..? I think
the reference here was in respect to the tuned 5CV
model over the standard 4CV powered car, which was
15kg lighter to begin with. Standard 36bhp Gordini
Dauphines got to 60mph in 30 seconds and managed
81mph top speed (131kph). Later hotter Dauphines with
55bhp engines got up to 90mph and down to 20 seconds
to 60mph, giving some indication of the relative
performance of the considerably lighter and obviously
slipperier Atla.
Basic car specs were length 3850mm, width 1500mm,
height 1250mm (151.6 x 59.1 x 49.2”), with wheelbase
and track dimensions of 2200 x 1250mm respectively
(86.6 x 49.2”). By comparison the 4CV is 3607 x 1430 x
1471mm with a shorter wheelbase of 2096mm and
narrower track 1207mm (front and rear). The Dauphine
was slightly bigger than both vehicles in all ways except
height where at 1441mm it was 30mm lower than its
4CV predecessor.
It is interesting to see that in search for both aesthetics
and speed the length and width were both increased

Car being restored on right
shows the lines off well.
Above: Original car with
original team show off the
car in a now familiar pose.
Durand in centre of photo.
Above right: Early
rendering.

over the standard 4CV, as was the wheelbase
(up 4” exactly) and track even though the
regular 4CV suspension components were
retained.
It has not been stated which Panhard engine
was used but being 1958, Atla had options of 42
to 50bhp in standard form. As the Panhard’s aircooled twin was around 35kg lighter than the
Renault in-line 4, the Panhard powered Atla
could have weighed as little as 460kg. Take a
look at the 1954 Pichon-Parat Dolomite – a car
that in one form at least is not unlike the
Panhard powered Atla. The Dolomite is
marginally smaller and lighter, but probably
heavier than the Panhard-powered Atla; with
50bhp the Dolomite could do 150kph, giving an
indication of the Atla’s potential for such a
small car of the era. Had the Atla team decided
to fit the Panhard engine in the rear, in a
naturally mid-mounted location, it would have
been an advanced little car for its time; midengined, fully independent rear suspension
(although inner location for steering tie-rods
would have needed raising a tad for stabilising
roll understeer) and independent front end if
based on a 4CV or spare Panhard front end, and
rack and pinion steering. With only 50 or even
60 bhp, and sub 480 kg weight, the drum brakes
may well have been adequate.
The Renault-powered cars, of which the most

See reflection of man taking photo. Below: recent restoration of one of the cars.

reliable figure seems to
be 21 built in total, were
put together by Schwab
at Garches in the Hauts
de Seine area while the
chassis and bodywork
for the Panhard-engined
cars were assembled in
nearby Malakoff. Only 6
of these were built. Now
days there are only four
Renault powered cars
known to exist; one in
the USA, one in Belgium
that is used in classic
competition, and two in
France.
Sales of the Atla got off
to a good start, as
comparative prices for
similar Renaults were
not too greatly

separated; e.g. 419 000
Francs for a Renault
4CV, 574 000 Francs for
a Dauphine and 929
000 Francs for a larger
Frégate. However, at
the end of the first year
of manufacture the
small team did a reevaluation of their
profits and as a
consequence put the
prices up markedly with
the base car costing
over 1 million Francs.
This resulted in an
immediate halt of sales,
so the Atla ended up
being made through
1958 only.
Notice the different engine
cooling intake positions of
the two different cars.
Note: Lots of alternative
French cars around.

